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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Francisco Antonio Toral Hidalgo has contributed to the dictionary with 8 meanings that we have approved and collected
in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do
not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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changeria
Changueria. popular word used in Mexico to indicate herd of monkeys, goodies or mischief of youth.

cienagas
Swamps: In Latin America this word means: Marsh, large wetlands, floodable lands.

empredadas
In Latin America, Ecuador the. Helmet of the city of Quito Colonial highlight its cobbled streets, from times of the colony
Espanola.piedras, rectangular granite rocks polished by hand by Indians, useful for use as a paving stone of the ancient
streets.

iwia
IWIA: Demon of the jungle.Shuar in Ecuador South America native ethnic language. Also referred to a group of
commands of the jungle.Army of Ecuador ( iwias ) experts in combat in the Amazon jungle, are very feared for their fury
and skill in the use of traditional weapons, traps, arrows, blowguns with poisoned darts, and the fight melee.

materias pirofonicas en adr
they are masses that occupy a place in space chemical substances as the: a high-explosive gunpowder .ejemplo the
Fireworks, that are prepared so occur reactions pyrotechnics inside.The ADR European Agreement concerning the
international carriage of dangerous cargoes by land is a European Agreement signed by several countries in Geneva on
30 September 1957 to regulate the transport of dangerous goods by road.

microscopista
specialists in microscopic diagnosis of plasmodium malaria, chagas, leshmania among other diseases transmitted by
arthropod vectors.Recognized in Latin American countries.

sumerce
Time of the conquest by Portugal and France South America, forced natives and slaves, so call their patrons and
housewives. Today this word is no longer used, it is virtually unknown in these countries.

zanfoñas
Hurdy-gurdies.Musical wind instrument, made of Reed or bamboo, very popular in the Andean region, it is known from
the times of the incas, in.Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia melodies are heard from the top of the mountains chanted by the
shepherds, sheep, vicuñas, alpacas and llamas.


